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AR10045 BIG BASE WITH HOLES

Base module with a larger, square shape, with seventy-five holes to insert
the elements freely. This module allows you to fit more elements, for a
wider choice of exercises.
It's a base module of large square shape, with seventy-five holes to insert
some specific elements freely.  This base module used to attach different
aids is made of highly resistant, anti-bacterial material of the highest
quality, to last over time without alterations; in particular, this base is
resistant to water and UV rays and can be easily disinfected.
Several work tools have been conceived to make exercises of grasping
and inserting in the holes of this base module: 1) cylinders and, 2)
spheres, 3) pins with magnet and colored discs.
The cylinders are of two types differing for diameter and material, instead
the spheres can be of two different diameter. Lastly the pins with magnet,
when inserted in the base, offer the additional exercise of applying and
removing special coloured discs supplied as standard with these pins.
Moreover as alternative to the coloured discs just mentioned it’s possible
to use discs with white surface to write on numbers and letters for
instance.
_____
The exercises range can be extended with grasping and inserting
additional cylinders one to another as well as special big disc can be
inserted in the cylinders or used for paths passing through the inserted
cylinders.
Another variety of exercises can follow the application of cylinders on the
module base such as grasping and inserting a ring attached to an elastic.
So the elastic can also make a track passing through the cylinders in
before ending the exercise with the ring inserted in the final cylinder.
_____
This module can be easily carried by the therapist or assistant in
particular for home therapy. In some countries home therapy is well
recognized and sponsored to avoiding hospital queues and for a more
patient involvement and constant commitment.
Dimensions: 40.5 cm x 38 x 1.7 h cm; Weight: 2.1 kg
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Technical specifications and dimensions

Dimensions : 40.5 x 38 x 1.7 h cm

Set weight : 2.1 kg

Documentation available online

DICO - Occupational therapy
English

.PDF 1.5 MB

DICO - Terapia occupazionale
Italian

.PDF 1.5 MB

IFU - Configurable aids
English

.PDF 4.4 MB

IFU - Sussidi configurabili
Italian

.PDF 4.4 MB

Manual - User and maintenance manual
Italian, English

.PDF 250.19 KB

 The document is ready for download in reserved area.
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Accessories

AR10139 FANTASY STICKS SET 5
A series of 8 aluminium cylinders with
15 mm diameter. This type of cylinder
offers the option of inserting them one
on top of the other.

AR10141 FANTASY STICKS SET 6
A series of 8 plastic cylinders. This type
of cylinder offers the option of inserting
them one on top of the other.

AR10034 OLYMPIC DISCS SET 2
A series of 8 discs in four colours. The
half-moon discs have a grip that is
easier to grasp, using the hand in
various positions.

AR10143 SPHERES SET Ø20/Ø40
A series of 8 spheres made from plastic
material: 4 spheres with ø 20 mm and 4
with ø 40 mm that can be inserted into a
prearranged base module.

AR10135 MAGNETIC GAMES SET
A series of 8 pins with a magnet at the
top and 8 metal discs in 4 colours.

AR10036 MAGNETIC GAMES SET 2
A series of 16 half-moon metal discs in 4
colours. The grasp can be terminal
digital or digito-lateral, involving the
distal phalangeal and wrist joints.
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AR10037 MAGNETIC GAMES SET 3
Series of ten metal discs with a special,
rewritable white film. They can be used
to write numbers and letters
individually, creating a memory game.

AR10123 ELASTIC SLALOM
Made to exercise the subject in "slalom" tasks between
the pegs. It requires precision in movement, the ring
facilitates grip.
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More pictures of product
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